KEYSTONE ENTERPRISES PVT LTD.
COMPANY PROFILE:More than 100 years of history and tradition underpin the work we do today. Keystone
belongs to an old group of companies operated in central and east Africa and Asia. Mr. Juma Haji
established the first trading company in East Africa in 1905 trading in cotton and cotton seed.
Thereafter the group moved into cotton ginning and spinning till 1974, when most of the industry
was nationalized by the government.
Considering the new realities of the global market needs, Keystone was established in 1992
to produce and export quality sports socks for the world market. Years of catering to customers’
quality requirements and timely shipments, have enabled Keystone to have an excellent
reputation and is now known as a key player amongst the socks manufacturers in Pakistan.
Keystone Today:
Keystone has gained national and international prestige as producers of fine quality hosiery
products with a reputation for reliability and high standards. Thanks to the remarkable growth in
production capacity and range, our socks are now exported to customers in 18 different countries
spread across four continents. After reaching an enhanced range of knitting facilities between 9 to
13 gauges, we are capable of producing more than 32 million pairs of socks per year.
What sets us apart from the rest?
1. We work with the retail brands.
2. Affordability with quality.
3. Custom packing and delivery.
4. Strict quality control and safety measures.
5. Continuous improvement in products and processes.
What we offer?
At Keystone, we are here to produce and supply from a wide range of socks such as plain,
accessorized, sport (soccer, basketball, volley ball, golf etc.), tennis, terry sport, textured,
computerized (3-D motif), derby, sneekers, knee-high and leg warmers - with or without private
labeling opportunities. In addition to a range of colors, the socks can be in pouch or real heel with
different terry options.

We welcome orders with varying yarn compositions: soft cotton, cotton blend yarns, mercerized,
viscous blend yarns, acrylic, lycra, wool blend yarns, lamb wool, air max cotton blend and latest
technology yarns like Bamboo, PES, Cordura, Rayon, Modal, friction free polyester, Silk, Linen,
Tactel®, Tencet ®, Lenzing Modal ®, Lenzing Viscouse®, Coolmax®, X-Static®, Bekinox®,
Thermolite®, Argenta®, Meryl Satine®, Trevira®, Micromodal® and Microfibres. Our facilities
can handle advance treatments such as Antibacterial, Eucalyptus (menthol), and Silicon washing
(softness), Sweet smelling treatments, Purista®, Aegis®, and Alovera® as well.
AREA OF INEREST:KNITWEAR & HOSIERY (Socks)
CONTACT DETAILS:CONTACT PERSON:

MR. ILYAS AHMED

DESIGNATION:

MANAGER

CELL:

0300-2352712

EMAIL:

keystonefactory@cyber.net.pk

ADDRESS:

PLOT- 22, SECTOR 12-C, NORTH KARACHI INDUSTRIAL AREA,
KARACHI.

